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Influence of the distribution of magnetic moments on the magnetization
and magnetoresistance in granular alloys

E. F. Ferrari, F. C. S. da Silva, and M. Knobel
Instituto de Fı´sica ‘‘Gleb Wataghin’’ Universidade Estadual de Campinas (UNICAMP),

CP 6165, 13083-970, Campinas, Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil
~Received 6 May 1997!

In granular solids, the magnetoresistance is directly related to the macroscopic magnetization, but this
relationship is extremelly complex due to the distribution of grain sizes and the intergranular magnetic inter-
actions. The dependence of the magnetoresistance on the magnetization is here investigated by means of a
theoretical model that is developed taking explicitly into account the magnetic moment distribution and the
spin-dependent electron-impurity scattering within magnetic grains and at the interface between the grains and
the metallic matrix. Using this model, one can explain large experimental deviations from the parabolic
behavior of the magnetoresistance vs magnetization curves that are typically expected for equal noninteracting
superparamagnetic grains. The expressions for the magnetization and magnetoresistance, obtained for general
distribution funtions, are tested considering a log-normal-type distribution function by fitting on data obtained
from melt-spun Cu90Co10 ribbons after annealing by dc Joule heating. The experimental data are well traced
using just three parameters that determine the particle size distribution, the particle density, and the ratio of the
scattering cross section at the boundaries of the grains to the scattering cross section within the grains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of giant magnetoresistance~GMR! in
granular solids,1,2 it was established that the best represen
tion of the resistance data must be as a function of the
terial magnetization, and not as a function of the appl
field. In fact, magnetoresistance data displaying large hys
esis when represented against the applied field seem to
a single curve that resembles an inverted parabola when
ted as a function of the relative magnetizationM /Ms . In-
deed, using simple arguments about a random distributio
noninteracting magnetic moments of the same magnitu
one easily arrives at the result that the magnetoresista
ratio must display a quadratic dependence on the rela
magnetization.3 However, numerous research groups ha
found that the quadratic law was not followed in seve
granular systems. Some experimental results were show
follow a parabola in the low-field region, but a discrepan
appeared whenM /Ms'1.2,4 Other results followed a para
bolic law in the high-field region, but a clear deviation fro
a parabola was evidenced atM /Ms'0 ~flat-top parabola!.5

A wide variety of arguments have been employed to exp
the deviations from the expected quadratic behavior of
assembly of superparamagnetic particles, some taking
account magnetic interactions, others considering some
cific particle distibutions or even the presence of differe
magnetic phases.6–12 There are discrepancies concerning t
region where the main alteration of the form of the GMR
M /Ms curve occurs,2,5,10,13and the existing models are sti
far from a complete explanation of the observed phenome

As a matter of fact, the vast diversity of theoretical a
experimental results concerning the dependence of the m
netoresistance on magnetization indicates that, if prop
understood, this kind of plot can reveal important inform
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tion about the basic mechanisms of spin-dependent trans
in granular solids. However, due to the inherent complex
of these systems, this goal must be achieved in a step-by-
procedure. The first approach to the problem, which we w
deal with in this work, is to consider that the system is co
posed only of superparamagnetic particles, without tak
into account the magnetic interactions that may be pres
neither of dipolar nor RKKY origin. In the model, we de
velop in further detail some ideas expressed by Zhang
Levy.6 We introduce the magnetic moment distribution fun
tion and the effect on magnetoresistance of the selec
electronic scattering within the magnetic grains and at
magnetic-nonmagnetic interface. From the general exp
sions of the magnetization and magnetoresistance, we ob
in the low- and high-field limits, the magnetoresistance a
function of the relative magnetization and calculate the
rameters that characterize the flatness of the normal
GMR vs M /Ms curve relative to the square parabola.

The theoretical model is tested for heat-treated Cu-
melt-spun ribbons, using a log-normal-type distribution fun
tion. The magnetization curves are fitted using two para
eters, the mean magnetic moment and the geometric stan
deviation of the distribution function. Only one addition
parameter is necessary to fit the magnetoresistance cu
and it gives an estimate of the relative importance of bou
ary to bulk scattering in the giant magnetoresistance p
nomenon. Some experimental data displaying a distorted
rabola are very well described using this model, indicat
that the distribution of magnetic moments~or particle vol-
umes! has a strong influence on the magnetotransport beh
ior. However, there is a theoretical limit up to which th
distribution of grain sizes can explain the flatness of the
served curves, and beyond this limit it is not possible
explain the data using a simple superparamagnetic mode
6086 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 6087INFLUENCE OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF MAGNETIC . . .
this case, magnetic interactions must be introduced, con
ing of a natural development of the model that will be co
sidered in future works. For the moment, one can alre
extract important information from the magnetization a
magnetoresistance curves, including the particle size di
bution and the degree of predominance of interface scatte
over the scattering inside the magnetic grains. From th
results, one can affirm that the distribution of magnetic m
ments must always be taken into account in theories
describe the magnetoresistance in granular solids, altho
introducing further complexity into the already complicat
mechanisms that give rise to GMR in these systems.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Magnetization

Let f (m) be the distribution function of magnetic mo
ments in a system of superparamagnetic grains. The num
of grains per unit volume of the sample with magnetic m
ment betweenm andm1dm is given by f (m)dm.

The magnetization of a system of superparamagn
grains in the magnetic fieldH is described by

M ~H,T!5E
0

`

mLS mH

kT D f ~m!dm, ~1!

whereL(mH/kT) is the Langevin function:

LS mH

kT D5cothS mH

kT D2
kT

mH
. ~2!

The saturation magnetization is given by

Ms5E
0

`

m f ~m!dm5N^m&, ~3!

where^m& is the mean magnetic moment per grain andN is
the number of grains per unit volume of the sample,

N5E
0

`

f ~m!dm. ~4!

At this initial point, we would like to stress the differenc
betweenf (m) and the particle volume distribution functio
f (v) usually introduced by means of the definition of t
relative magnetization, namely,

M

Ms
5E

0

`

LS I svH

kT D f ~v !dv, ~5!

whereI s is the grain magnetization,I s5m/v.
From Eqs.~1! and ~5!, we obtain the following relation-

ship between the distribution functions:

f ~v !dv5
m

Ms
f ~m!dm. ~6!

Therefore,f (v)dv is not obained fromf (m)dm through a
change of variables likem5I sv and should not be simply
interpreted as the density of particles with volume betwe
v andv1dv, but as the relative contribution from particle
of volumev and magnetic momentm to the saturation mag
netization. Generally speaking, one does not encounte
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clear distinction between both distribution functions in t
literature and sometimes their meanings are confused, w
may be the cause of rough misinterpretations.

B. Magnetoresistance

The giant magnetoresistance in granular systems is an
ditional resistance due to electron scattering from nonalig
magnetic grains.4,14 The experimental setup is quite simpl
and the electrical resistanceR is measured as a function o
the applied fieldH in a fixed temperatureT. The magnetore-
sistance ratio is usually defined by

MR~H,T!5
R~H,T!2R~0,T!

R~0,T!
. ~7!

It is well established that the basic mechanism giving r
to GMR is the spin-dependent scattering within the magn
grains and at the interface between the magnetic grains
the metallic matrix. Extensive experimental data have sho
that the scattering at the interface predominates over the s
tering within the grain.1,6,15,16A simple relationship between
the GMR ratio and the magnetization can be found if o
considers a system of noninteracting superparamagentic
ticles. In this way, assuming that~i! the grains have the sam
size and~ii ! the field-dependent part of electron scattering
proportional to the degree of correlation of the moments
neighboring grains averaged over all configurations,
magnetoresistance results in being proportional to the sq
of the magnetization, MR}2(M /Ms)

2 ~Ref. 3!.
In order to introduce the distribution of magnetic m

ments, we start with the model proposed by Zhang a
Levy,6 in which an expression for the magnetoresistance
derived using the formalism developed for layered structu
with currents perpendicular to the plane of the layers, and
we also take into account both scattering mechanisms
contribute to the magnetoresistance. From Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and
~11! of Ref. 6, we obtain the magnetoresistance in the f
lowing form:

MR~H,T!52
A

N2F E
0

`

~m1am2/3!LS mH

kT D f ~m!dmG2

,

~8!

where A and a are proportionality coeficients that do no
depend onH.

Both scattering mechanisms contribute to the magnet
sistance expression by means of the factorm1am2/3. The
parametera is directly proportional to the ratio between th
interface and bulk scattering cross sections and is given

a5a0~36p!1/3
pslm

pbls
I s

1/3, ~9!

wherea0 is the lattice constant of the grains,ps and pb are
the ratios of the spin-dependent potentials to the sp
independent potentials, andls and lm are the mean free
paths that characterize interface roughness and impurity s
tering in grains.6

The saturation magnetoresistance is given by

MRs52A~^m&1a^m2/3&!2, ~10!
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where for any numberq the mean value ofmq is defined by

^mq&5
1

NE0

`

mqf ~m!dm. ~11!

In the next section, we will apply Eqs.~1! and ~8! to
experimental data obtained from Cu90Co10 ribbons. Then, it
will be clear thata'10̂ m&1/3, a result that supports the pro
posed mechanisms about the origin of giant magnetor
tance. Our simulations reveal that if we neglect the fac
m1am2/3, we cannot trace the experimental data with E
~1! and~8! using the same distribution function. Also, if on
neglects scattering within the grains and retains only the c
tribution from scattering at the interface, i.e., if one assum
that am2/3@m, then once more Eqs.~1! and ~8! cannot be
fitted on experimental data with the same distribution fu
tion. In fact, the calculation of particle sizes from magne
zation and magnetoresistance curves was done by von
molt et al. under a similar assumption~i.e., neglecting the
scattering within the magnetic grains! and they obtained a
difference between the calculated mean particle ra
(r mag51.2 nm from the magnetization curve andr res51.0
nm from the magnetoresistance curve! that corresponds to a
large difference of 73% between the mean magn
moments.17 By introducing the factorm1am2/3, no such dif-
ference appears between the distribution functions, and
parametera can be evaluated as a measure of the predo
nance of scattering at the interface over scattering within
grains.

C. Magnetoresistance vs magnetization

In order to compare the GMR vsM /Ms curve with the
parabola expected for an assembly of noninteracting su
paramagnetic particles of the same size, let us now determ
the relationship between magnetization and magnetore
tance in the two limiting cases when the magnetic field
small and when the magnetic field is high. For small fiel
mH/kT!1 and thusL(mH/kT)'mH/3kT. Consequently,
Eqs.~1! and ~8! reduce to

M5
H

3kT
N^m2& ~12!

and

MR52AS H

3kT
^m2& D 2S 11a

^m5/3&

^m2&
D 2

. ~13!

Taking into account Eqs.~3!, ~12!, and~13!, we obtain a
quadratic dependence of magnetoresistance on magne
tion:

MR52A^m&2S 11a
^m5/3&

^m2&
D 2S M

Ms
D 2

. ~14!

For high fields, mH/kT@1 and therefore
L(mH/kT)'12kT/mH. In this case, Eqs.~1! and ~8! ac-
quire the following forms:
i-
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M5N^m&S 12
kT

^m&H D ~15!

and

MR52A^m&2S 11a
^m2/3&

^m& D 2

3S 12
kT

^m&H

11a^m21/3&

11a^m2/3&/^m&
D 2

. ~16!

Taking into account Eqs.~3!, ~15!, and ~16!, we express
the dependence of magnetoresistance on magnetization i
following form:

MR52A^m&2S 11a
^m2/3&

^m& D 2F12 f S 12
M

Ms
D G2

, ~17!

where the factorf is defined by

f 5
11a^m21/3&

11a^m2/3&/^m&
. ~18!

When the magnetic moment distribution is narrow@in the
limit, f (m)5Nd(m2^m&)#, both Eqs.~14! and~17! have the
same parabolic form, namely,

MR52A~^m&1a^m&2/3!2S M

Ms
D 2

. ~19!

However, when the distribution is broad, Eq.~17! differs
from Eq. ~14! in the dependence on the relative magneti
tion and also in the proportionality factor, and for high fiel
the magnetoresistance curve is not any more a parabola
tends to a straight line with the slope 2f 3MRs .

Summarizing, we express the normalized magnetore
tance~ranging from21 to 0! as

MRn52
MR

MRs
5H 2g2S M

Ms
D 2 S mH

kT
!1D ,

2F12 f S 12
M

Ms
D G2 S mH

kT
@1D ,

~20!

where the factorg is defined by

g5
11a^m5/3&/^m2&

11a^m2/3&/^m&
. ~21!

We can easily show that, for any magnetic moment d
tribution and for any value ofa.0, the characteristic param
etersf andg satisfy the following conditions:

1< f <
^m21/3&^m&

^m2/3&
,

^m5/3&^m&

^m2&^m2/3&
<g<1. ~22!

Owing to these conditions, the MRn vs M /Ms curve re-
sults in being a broad parabola in the low-magnetic-fi
region~due to the fact thatg,1), but saturates slower than
square parabola when the field is high~sincef .1) @see Fig.
1~a!#.
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Recently, Allia et al. have introduced the so-called re
duced magnetoresistance, in order to compare the devia
from the quadratic law of the experimental data obtain
from different samples.10 The reduced magnetoresistan
~here called MRr) varies between zero~for complete satura-
tion! and one~for a demagnetized sample!. Defined in terms
of Eq. ~20!, the reduced GMR is simply given b
MRr51/f (11MRn). The deviation from the reduced pa
rabola 12(M /Ms)

2 close toM /Ms50 is larger for larger
values of the parameterf which is a measure of the curv
flatness@see Fig. 1~b!#.

We emphasize that, due to the upper limit off , a flatness
larger than^m21/3&^m&/^m2/3& cannot be attributed only to
the distribution of magnetic moments. Such a large devia
is sometimes observed, as will be discussed in Sec. IV.

D. Distribution function

In order to clarify the above developed ideas, let us n
consider a boxlike particle volume distribution functio
f (v) or, according to Eq.~6!, an equivalent magnetic mo
ment distribution functionf (m)5N/ ln(m2 /m1)m defined be-
tween m1 and m2. For this distribution, the magnetizatio
and saturation magnetization given by Eqs.~1! and~3! have
an exact solution,18,19 namely,

FIG. 1. ~a! Normalized magnetoresistance vs relative magn
zation curve calculated for a boxlike distribution function wi
m15100mB , m255000mB , and a580mB

1/3 ~dots!. Curve ~a! was
calculated in the low-field limit and curve~b! in the high-field limit;
the normalized parabola~c! was drawn for comparison.~b! Reduced
magnetoresistance vs relative magnetization curve calculated
the same parameters. The flatness of both magnetoresistance c
is characterized by the parametersf 51.39 andg50.87.
on
d

n

M5N
kT

H

ln~x1sinhx2 /x2sinhx1!

ln~x2 /x1!

and Ms5N
kT

H

x22x1

ln~x2 /x1!
, ~23!

wherexi5m iH/kT ( i 51,2).
Unfortunately, there is not such a simple solution for t

magnetoresistance given by Eq.~8!, and we shall do the in-
tegration numerically. Figure 1~a! shows the MRn vs
M /Ms curves calculated with a boxlike distribution functio
and Fig. 1~b! shows the corresponding MRr vs M /Ms curves
calculated with the same distribution function. The solid li
represents calculations performed with the exact equat
~8! and~23!. The dotted line~a! and the dashed line~b! were,
respectively, drawn in the lower and upper limits of the ma
netic field using Eq.~20!, and the inverted square parabo
~c! was drawn for comparison. The approximate curves fit
the calculated data whenM /Ms,0.35 @curve ~a!# and
M /Ms.0.95 @curve ~b!#.

We would like to call attention to a detail: Althoug
MRn and MRr are equivalent forms to represent the magn
toresistance, the angle between curves~b! and~c! at the limit
of high fields is larger in Fig. 1~a! than in Fig. 1~b!. In other
words, the nonparabolic behavior of the magnetoresista
curve at high fields is more clearly seen in the normaliz
plot than in the reduced plot.

For practical applications, a log-normal particle volum
distribution functionf (v) is often assumed. Hence, to co
form with Eq.~6!, we adopt the following magnetic momen
distribution function:

f ~m!5
N

A2ps

1

m
expF2

ln2~m/m0!

2s2 G , ~24!

which differs from a log-normal distribution function by th
factor 1/m.

According to the definition of̂mq& given by Eq.~11!, we
have ^mq&5m0

qeq2s2/2; in particular, ^m&5m0es2/2. Conse-
quently, we obtain the following expressions for the para
etersf andg:

f 5
11am0

21/3e1/18s2

11am0
21/3e25/18s2 , g5

11am0
21/3e211/18s2

11am0
21/3e25/18s2 .

~25!

Besides, according to Eq.~22!, we can easily show tha
1< f <e1/3s2

ande21/3s2
<g<1.

In the next section, we will fit the magnetization and ma
netoresistance curves on experimental data using the d
bution function given by Eq.~24!. The parametersm0 and
s will be determined by fitting the magnetization curve a
the parametera, by fitting the magnetoresistance curve.

III. TEST OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL

The theoretical model developed in the previous sectio
tested by fitting Eqs.~1! and ~8! on experimental data ob
tained from melt-spun Cu90Co10 alloys. Continuous ribbons
of Cu90Co10 were obtained by planar flow casting in a H
atmosphere on a CuZr wheel and then were submitted to
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Joule heating in a vacuum to induce the precipitation of
grains. Magnetization and magnetoresistance curves w
obtained at room temperature. Magnetoresistance was m
sured by means of the conventional four-contact techniqu
the transverse configuration, with the magnetic field app
in the plane of ribbons, perpendicular to the bias current,
to H5620 kOe. Magnetization curves were measured us
a vibrating-sample magnetometer~VSM! ~LDJ, model
9500!, with the applied field varying between610 kOe~see
details in Ref. 10!. It is important to stress that they hav
used a unique measurement method to explore the any
etic magnetization and magnetoresistance curves.20 In this
way, it was possible to exclude the small hysteresis pre
in all samples, retaining only the superparamagnetic con
bution.

Figure 2 shows the experimental anhysteretic magnet
tion data obtained on two samples after annealing by
Joule heating with electric currents ofI 56 A ~samplea) and
I 56.5 A ~sampleb) during 60 s. The fitting is shown by th
solid lines calculated using Eq.~1! with the magnetic mo-
ment distribution function given by Eq.~24!. As shown in
curve ~a!, good agreement between experimental data
calculations is achieved for the sample annealed underI 56
A with the parametersm05500mB and s51.16. For the
sample annealed underI 56.5 A, the best fitting is achieve
with the parametersm053900mB ands50.93 as shown in
curve ~b!. The mean magnetic moments are^m&a5980mB
and ^m&b56010mB , which correspond to the mean partic
radii r a51.15 nm andr b52.1 nm, respectively, ifI s51450
emu/cm3 is assumed for bulk fcc Co.17 These results are in
good agreement with data on granular Cu90Co10 found in the
literature.17,20,21 Using Eq. ~3!, we can calculate from the
extrapolated values of the specific saturation magnetiza
the particle specific densitiesNa51.731018/g and
Nb52.731017/g.

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the magnetic moment distr
bution functions for the two cases described above. No
the large difference in the abscissa scales, clearly indica
that as a rule particles in sampleb are much bigger than
particles in samplea. As a consequence, the magnetizati
and the magnetoresistance tend to saturation for lower m
netic fields in sampleb than in samplea.

The anhysteretic magnetoresistance data measured o

FIG. 2. Magnetization curves for Cu90Co10 samples annealed b
Joule heating under a currentI during 60 s.~a! I 56 A, fit param-
eters: m05500mB and s51.16. ~b! I 56.5 A, fit parameters:
m053900mB ands50.93.
o
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same samples are shown in Fig. 4, together with the co
sponding best fitting curves obtained through Eq.~8! by nu-
merical integration. In order to perform the fitting, we us
the distribution function given by Eq.~24! with exactly the
same parameters obtained from the fitting of the magnet
tion curves and just determined the values of the param
a, which resulted in beinga5110mB

1/3 for curve ~a! and
a580mB

1/3 for curve ~b!.
It is interesting to note that the pure numberam0

21/3 ap-
pearing in Eq.~25! is equal to 13.9 for samplea and 5.1 for
sampleb. This is the expected behavior, indeed, becau

FIG. 3. Magnetic moment distribution functions used to fit t
magnetization curves in Fig. 2.~a! m05500mB and s51.16, ~b!
m053900mB ands50.93.

FIG. 4. Magnetoresistance curves for the same samples a
Fig. 2. ~a! I 56 A, fit parameters:m05500mB , s51.16, and
a5110mB

1/3. ~b! I 56.5 A, fit parameters:m053900mB , s50.93,
anda580mB

1/3.
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56 6091INFLUENCE OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF MAGNETIC . . .
according to Eq.~9!, the parameteram0
21/3 is inversely pro-

portional to the particle radius. Presently, we are perform
systematic studies on Cu-Co samples in order to confirm
interesting trend.

Figure 5~a! shows the normalized magnetoresistance Mn

data plotted as a function of the relative magnetizat
M /Ms for samplea ~circles!. The solid line corresponds t
the best fitting obtained through Eqs.~1! and~8! by numeri-
cal integration using the distribution function of Fig. 3~a!.
The normalized parabola that is expected for equal su
paramagnetic particles is drawn for comparison~dashed
line!. In Fig. 5~b!, we show the corresponding reduced Mr
vs M /Ms curves. A large flatness is observed arou
M /Ms50 and a large deviation from the initial quadrat
tendency is observed at the saturation pointM /Ms51. The
flatness parametersf 51.51 andg50.67, calculated through
Eq. ~25!, effectively satisfy the conditions given by Eq.~22!,
since 1, f ,1.56 and 0.64,g,1.

The MRn vs M /Ms and MRr vs M /Ms curves for sample
b are shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively. As before
the flatness parametersf 51.27 andg50.80 are calculated
by means of Eq.~25! and satisfy the conditions expressed
Eq. ~22!, since 1, f ,1.33 and 0.75,g,1.

These results are in good agreement with early obse
tions of Xiao et al.2,4 revealing a deviation from the qua
dratic law at high fields.

FIG. 5. ~a! Normalized MRn vs M /Ms curve for the sample
annealed by Joule heating under an electric current of 6 A during 60
s. Characteristic parameters:f 51.51 andg50.67. The square pa
rabola was drawn for comparison~dashed line!. ~b! Corresponding
reduced MRr vs M /Ms curve.
g
is

n

r-

d

a-

IV. DISCUSSION

The agreement of the model with the experimental res
as expressed in the previous section supports the theor
Zhang and Levy about the predominance of boundary s
tering over scattering within the grains and settles the n
for always taking into account the particle distribution. No
withstanding, the experimental evidence is not sufficient
establish the parametera dependence on the mean magne
moment.

Let us now consider the model in contrast to an alter
tive explanation of GMR in granular solids found in the li
erature. Assuming that the model proposed by Gittlem
et al.3 is valid when there are no interactions between m
netic particles, the deviation from the quadratic behavior
served at low fields is attributed to the particle interactio
and the independent behavior described by the parabolic
at high fields is attributed to the high-external-field dom
nance over the particle interactions. The reduced GMR
plotted againstM /Ms in such a way that MRr must behave
as the reduced parabola 12(M /Ms)

2 in the absence of in-
teractions and, otherwise, MRr must flatten down close to
M /Ms50 due to magnetic moment correlations arising fro
local fields experienced by the interacting particles~see Ref.
10!.

Some experimental results are in fact explained by
existence of correlations between magnetic moments,
the presence of strong magnetic interactions is confirmed

FIG. 6. ~a! Normalized MRn vs M /Ms curve for the sample
annealed by Joule heating under an electric current of 6.5 A du
60 s. Characteristic parameters:f 51.27 andg50.80. The square
parabola was drawn for comparison~dashed line!. ~b! Correspond-
ing reduced MRr vs M /Ms curve.
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numerous experimental techniques.21–25 Furthermore, theo-
retical calculations demonstrate that interactions have a l
influence on the GMR response in granular systems.8,10,26

Hence, both models, one considering particle interacti
and the other considering magnetic moment distributio
may describe the observed flatness of the reduced G
However, experiments do not give further support to the o
lined interaction model. In fact, if the quadratic behav
were manifested at high fields, the flatness would be in
pendent of the MRr adjustment to the reduced square p
rabola close toM /Ms51. It has been experimentaly ob
served, however, that the resultant flatness is m
pronounced when the achieved magnetization is larger~for
larger available magnetic fields!, and hence the dependen
of GMR on the relative magnetization at high fields is n
quadratic.25 This result is clearly in agreement with the ma
netic moment distribution model.

In spite of the lack of general validity of the quadratic la
at high fields, the assumption about the existence of corr
tions between interacting magnetic moments at low field
not disproved by experience. On the contrary, the develo
model strongly suggests that interactions may be crucia
explain the flatness of the GMR curve when the conditio
expressed by Eq.~22! are not satisfied. As a matter of fac
we applied succesfully Eq.~1! to the magnetization dat
measured on a Cu90Co10 sample annealed by dc Joule he
ing under an electric current of 12 A during 4 s and obtained
the fitting parametersm054100mB and s50.915, with the
distribution function given by Eq.~24!. Therefore, this mag-
netic moment distribution function is almost equal to t
distribution function of Fig. 3~b!. However, we failed in our
attempt to fit Eq.~8!, since the flatness of the observed ma
netoresistance curvef 52.58 was far beyond the upper th
oretical limit of es2/351.32. From the value ofMs deter-
mined by extrapolation, we calculated the particle dens
N58.631017/g using Eq.~3!. Hence, the concentration o
magnetic grains in this sample is 3.2 times larger than
concentration in sampleb annealed underI 56.5 A, and cor-
respondingly the mean distance between particles is app
mately 1/3 shorter. Beyond any doubt, shorter distances
tribute to strengthen magnetic interactions.

Recently, Wiser developed a phenomenological theory
GMR in granular systems according to which the relat
magnetoresistance varies almost linearly with the magne
tion due to correlations between superparamagnetic
blocked particles.27 In our model, all grains are suppose
superparamagnetic~either because they are above the blo
ing temperature or because the effect of blocked grain
excluded by the measuring technique!, but even so we pre
dict a large deviation from the quadratic dependence. A
matter of fact, the magnetization curves of granular syste
.
a
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display a small hysteresis which may be attributed to bloc
particles even at room temperature or to strong interacti
between the magnetic grains. The granular structure is
tremely complex, indeed, with coexistence of superparam
netic and ferromagnetic particles interacting among the
We believe that complete understanding of GMR in granu
solids will be achieved only when all these factors will b
taken into account.

V. CONCLUSION

A simple theoretical model that takes explicitly into a
count the general distribution of magnetic moments was
troduced in order to explain the nonparabolic behavior of
magnetoresistance as a function of the magnetization
granular systems. The model also considers two differ
electronic scattering mechanisms, one within the magn
grains and the other at the interface between the grains
the nonmagnetic matrix, from which it is possible to extra
valuable information about the origin of the dominant sc
tering events. Introducing a log-normal-type distributio
function, it was possible to test the theoretical model
Cu90Co10 samples with different grain size distributions. Th
results indicate that, for the studied samples, the distribu
of magnetic moments may explain the noncompliance w
the square law of the magnetoresistance as a function o
magnetization as expected for an assembly of equal su
paramagnetic particles. Furthermore, the fitting parame
of the model give relevant hints about the involved phys
behind the giant magnetoresistance phenomenon, inclu
information about the structure of the granular systems
the basic scattering mechanisms that occur at the bound
and within the grains. However, it is important to notice th
not all experimental data may be explained using the p
sented model, because it has inherent limits. In some ca
strong magnetic interactions appear, and they must be in
duced in the model. Systematic studies of samples with c
tinuously growing grain sizes that are currently being p
formed will allow us to confirm the ideas expressed in th
paper and to introduce the effect of magnetic interactio
upon the dependence of GMR on magnetization.
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